REMOTE INSTRUCTIONS

A. Receiver - this connects to the back of your laptop (when docking station does not exist) in the USB port or in one of the USB ports in the docking station.

B. Remote - This piece controls your computer. It also includes a laser pointer.

C. Remote Case - please store the remote in this case in the locked hardware cabinet.

Using the Keyspan Presentation Remote

The remote has 2 modes which are controlled via the MODE buttons (white button). When the MODE button is not showing a green light, the remote is in Mouse mode (the remote control acts like a USB mouse). When the MODE button is lit green, the remote is in MEDIA mode. For details regarding these modes, please see the FAQ cards that are in the cabinets with the remote.

Using the Keyspan Presentation Remote’s Laser Pointer

Hold down the Laser Pointer Button (blue button) AND the MODE button (white button) simultaneously for approximately four seconds, until the MODE button (white button) flashes red rapidly. Use the Laser Pointer button (blue button) to activate the laser. The MODE button will show a red light when the laser is activated. As a reminder that the laser is activated, the MODE button (white button) will flash red intermittently. To deactivate the laser, hold down the Laser Pointer Button (orange/blue button) AND the MODE button (white button) simultaneously for approximately four seconds, until the MODE button flashes red rapidly.

How do I change slides using the presentation remote?

To change slides in PowerPoint use the composite switch on the side (right side) of the remote. Move the switch up and down to move back and forth between your slides. Note: the switch will only work in MOUSE MODE.

See the cards in the computer cabinets to get answers to the following questions:

- What if another remote is interfering with your remote?
- What do I do if my remote does not appear to control my mouse cursor?
- What type of battery does the remote use and how do I install it?
- What does the remote do in each mode?